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In this issue 

Long COVID 

‘It’s been the best of times; it’s been 
the worst of times.’ 

RAAA members: Sydney 
Seaplanes, Aviair and Tristar 
Aviation, give RAAA News their 
perspective on the impact of the 
ongoing pandemic on their sectors 
of aviation. 

Keeping regional aviation 
fuelled 

RAAA members, Air BP and Viva 
Energy, talk to RAAA News about 
the refuelling business in a time of 
COVID and travel restrictions. 

New regional radar 

Good news from the Bureau of 
Meteorology: regional Australia and 
regional aviation are set to benefit 
from new dual-polarised Doppler 
radar installations. 

Long COVID 
‘It was the best of times; it was the worst of times’. Charles 
Dickens’ opening lines to his novel ‘A Tale of Two Cities’, could 
well have been referring not to the time of the French Revolution, 
but instead to the mixed experience for different sectors of 
aviation during the COVID-19 pandemic. 

RAAA News canvassed several members for their perspectives on 
the impact of the pandemic on their operations: Sydney 
Seaplanes, based at Rose Bay in Sydney; Aviair, headquartered 
in Kununurra, WA, which offers scenic flights, charter and low-
capacity RPT services; and Tristar Aviation, an award-winning 
flying training organisation based at Moorabbin Airport.  

For Sydney Seaplanes’ CEO Aaron Shaw, it has been a ‘dreadful 
trifecta: aviation, hospitality and tourism’. He told RAAA News in 
late August, that ‘We haven’t flown for 10 weeks, and don’t expect 
to fly until 21 October at the earliest.’ The latest Sydney lockdown, 
which began in June 2021 came hard on the heels of ‘a very 
difficult 18-months’, with their exposure to international border 
closures. 

Sydney Seaplanes operates from its base at Rose Bay, in 
Sydney’s eastern suburbs, flying tourists to Sydney’s picturesque 
waterfront locations, home to restaurants north of the city, such as 
Berowra Waters and Cottage Point. However, Shaw points out 
that seaplanes are valuable not only to provide tourism and leisure 
services, but also have a long history of passenger transport. 

Shaw is keen to capitalise on that transport capability, and is 
going through the lengthy approval process necessary to begin 
commuter services from Rose Bay to Canberra’s Lake Burley 
Griffin using the 12-passenger Twin Otter. 
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2021 Aviation 
events 

RAAA Christmas functions 

18 November 

Brisbane 

Host: Alliance Airlines 

25 November 

Sydney  

Host: Basair/Chartair, to be held 

at Sydney Seaplanes, Rose Bay 

25 November 

• RAAA AGM on Thursday 25 
November (1pm to 2pm AEDT). 
To be held virtually. 

26 November 

Perth 

Host: Cobham 

RAAA Christmas functions 

2 December 

Melbourne 

Host: Sharp Airlines 

TBC December  

Cairns 

Host: Hawker Pacific 

TBC December 

Darwin 

Host: Airnorth 

 

From the 

chairman Malcolm Sharp
RAAA Chair
CEO, Sharp Airlines

At the RAAA, despite COVID-19 difficulties, such as having to postpone 
our very well-received roadshows, we are actively continuing a program 
of renewed communication and engagement with, and on behalf of, 
members.  

I know there are some members out there who are struggling with the 
many curveballs the pandemic is throwing our way, and if there is any 
more support we can provide, please pick up the phone. 

Personally, COVID has meant a number of things: good and bad. On 
the positive, it has meant a drastic decrease in the amount of domestic 
travel I was doing, with more time spent working from home on 
business through online meetings. Whereas I used to average 70–80 
commercial flights a year, that figure’s more like one or two a month 
now, so I can spend more time with my family.  

COVID has made us stop and smell the roses; to make us reassess 
our lifestyles and the way we do business. This results in a new 
emphasis on appreciating our own backyard, and a focus on supporting 
Australia, through buying Australian, and travelling this magnificent 
country of ours (unless you’re a Victorian like me!). That’s got to be 
good for regional aviation. 

A silver lining to the fallout from COVID has been the number of 
experienced people who are going back into the industry. Regional 
aviation has suffered in the past from being a transition to the major 
airlines—no sooner did we train pilots than we lost them to  
the majors. There is a reversal in that trend, which for regional and 
general aviation has meant being able to bring experienced pilots back 
into our operations, with obvious upsides. 

Regional aviation will recover before domestic and 
international, and I think it will happen quite 
quickly. 

That’s not to say there haven’t been many real challenges for regional 
operators. Like you, no doubt, every day we face COVID-induced 
hurdles. A crewmember calls in sick at 4pm, after the only flight for the 
day to that destination has departed. Pre-COVID, there was normally a 
flight every hour. An aircraft goes AOG in Tasmania, and needs a part: 
normally we would next flight it from Sydney, but there isn’t one. DHL 
emailed me the other day that they were prioritising vaccine freight, so 
we had an engine stuck in the US for three weeks. I could add a dozen 
more stories, as I imagine you all could. 

How do we manage all that? By being creative; we’re a very resilient 
bunch in aviation, and I have great faith that just as we overcame the 
challenges of my nearly 40 years in aviation—pilot strikes, fuel 
contamination, SARS, OEM recalls and 9/11—we will come out the 
other side of this one.  

Stay safe, Mal 
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It’s been a significant nine  

 

 

From 

the CEO Steve Campbell
RAAA CEO

Looking 
for work? 

raaa.com.au/jobs 

It’s been a significant nine months since I came 
onboard as the RAAA CEO. The industry has faced 
some tumultuous times, especially the ongoing 
uncertainty generated by the COVID-19 pandemic.  

But, as you will read in this issue of RAAA News, 
there have been some positives to come from this 
upheaval, not the least of which is a renewed focus on 
our own regional backyard. 

I always dreamed of being a pilot, and was lucky 
enough to have my start in regional aviation, 
instructing in GA and doing all the jobs you do as part 
of the GA world, including washing aircraft!  

 

Photo Steve with Dean Mooney (East Air) ’94. Supplied 

Flying SAABs for Kendell, and 777s for Cathay gave 
me a good background in operations. Working at 
CASA on the flight ops regulations, and advising the 
Minister for Transport, the Hon. Darren Chester, and 
the then Deputy PM, Michael McCormack, on 
aviation, gave me a solid understanding of how 
government works, or doesn’t. 

Although I enjoyed my time in government, it’s good 

  

Photo Steve Campbell, supplied 

to be back in industry, and able to use my skills and 
experience to engage effectively with government on 
behalf of members. The RAAA is a valuable and 
respected organisation, and despite the challenging 
times, membership has remained strong. We are 
looking forward to renewing the momentum of our 
roadshow series as soon as lockdowns permit. The 
first two, in Mildura and Dubbo, were very well 
received, and well attended by government 
representatives and industry alike. It is incredibly 
valuable to be able to get out and talk to members 
and get a deeper understanding of their issues, not to 
mention sharing the odd ale or two. 

We’re also planning a number of Christmas parties 
around the country, to be hosted by various members. 
They kick off in Brisbane, hosted by Alliance; and then 
Sydney (Basair/Chartair), Melbourne (Sharp Airlines), 
Cairns (Hawker Pacific), Darwin (Airnorth) and Perth 
(Cobham). Stay tuned for further details! If I don’t 
catch up with you there, I look forward to seeing you 
next year at the roadshows.  

Until then, Steve 
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Long COVID … 
cont. 
Griffin using the 12-passenger 
Twin Otter. A test flight in 
December 2020 was successful, 
and he is hoping for conditional 
approval in the near future for up 
to four flights a day between 
Canberra and Sydney. 

‘COVID-19 has been a 
dreadful trifecta: 
aviation, tourism and 
hospitality.’ 

Shaw says Lake Burley Griffin 
and Rose Bay give ready 
commuter access to the 
Canberra and Sydney, with trips 
for passengers of less than ten 
minutes into the respective cities. 

The brief respite from Covid-19 
earlier in 2021 saw, he says, ‘a 
couple of successful months’ 
operation’, and he is optimistic 
from that experience that ‘when it 
does open up again, things will 
rebound pretty quickly’. 

 

Aviair 

RAAA News spoke to (Peter) 
Max Bladon, Aviair’s GM Flight 
Operations.           

Aviair has its headquarters in 
Kununurra, WA with bases in 
Broome and Karratha, and offers 
charter, low-cap RPT and scenic 
tourist flights. It has a fleet of 
some 30 piston-engine, fixed-
wing aircraft—mainly Cessna 
Caravans and King Airs, with a 
Citation Mustang; while its sister 
company, HeliSpirit, focuses on 

helicopter tourism and charters.  

‘The key to survivability is 
diversification’, Bladon says. 
COVID’s massive impact on 
tourism, ‘where you can have a 
revenue stream turned off 
overnight’, has reinforced the 
need to be agile and able to 
adapt. Pre-COVID, Aviair had 
broadened its gaze, looking, he 
says, to ‘RPT and specialist work 
in South Australia’. It's a bit of a 
cliché, but flexibility is especially 
important now because ‘you have 
a refresh of what the picture looks 

Photo | Sydney Seaplanes over the Barrenjoey Peninsula, Sydney 

Photo | Aviair’s fleet. Supplied Aviair 
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like on a daily basis’. 

One of their daily challenges is 
staffing: ‘COVID has made 
maintaining pilot proficiency and 
employing new staff members 
from out of WA difficult. It has 
been difficult for individuals and 
the business. Some of our people 
have not been able to see family 
in the eastern states for over 18-
months.’  
 

‘Our sim training is in Melbourne, 
but that’s been a hot spot’, 
Bladon says, which has added 
another layer of complexity to 
managing pilot currency. 
Overseeing Aviair’s bases in WA 
and South Australia has also 
been challenging, with travel to 
Perth and Adelaide restricted by 
rolling lockdowns.  

The required COVID-19 risk 
mitigation measures have meant 
new challenges, for operators 
and clients alike, and ‘added a 
heap of cost’ Bladon says.  

One of their FIFO resources 
clients, for example, has fitted out 
different crews with different 
coloured shirts to ensure they are 
not intermingling; and like other 
operators, Aviair has to maintain 
strict social distancing protocols; 
and implement COVID screening. 

To meet new clients’ 
requirements, Aviair has had to 
look for more experienced and 
qualified pilots. The good news is 
that with the number of 
experienced airline staff laid off, 
this has not been as difficult as it 
might otherwise have been.  

The bad news though, is border 
closures, which continue to 
create challenges in taking on 
new staff.  

Tristar Aviation 

Moorabbin-based Tristar Aviation 
has won the Wings Award for 
‘Best Flight Training Organisation 
of the Year twice—in 2019 and 
2020.  

Founded by Geoff and Adrianne 
Fleming in 1993 with a single 

aircraft, Tristar has grown 
enormously, with an expanded 
training fleet and instructor team.   

RAAA News spoke to Adrianne 
Fleming about how Tristar is 
coping with the pandemic 
realities. ‘As far as the COVID 
impact on aviation is concerned’, 
she says, ‘the airlines have 
tended to be the focus, and it 
becomes difficult when you get 
further down the tree.’  

‘Jobkeeper has been great for 
employees—it’s been a lifeline for 
keeping staff, but you still have 
expenses such as rent.’ In the 
middle of last year, Tristar went 
from having one of their best 
years ever, to lockdown and the 
shutting down of flying training.  

They sat down with their 
employees and together, drew up 
a ‘to-do’ list of jobs needing to 
done at the school, matching jobs 
with individuals’ skills and 
abilities, rather than considering 
the authority gradient. ‘The staff 
have been great’ she says, and 
they have managed to retain their 
full complement.  

Tristar has been working with the 
Victorian Department of 
Education to provide flying 
training as year 11 and 12 
subjects. The closing down of 

physical flying training forced 
them to ‘find new and interesting 
ways to adapt,’ she says. One 
solution was ‘providing year 11 
and 12 students with aviation 
theory lessons via Zoom.’ While 
some operators have taken 
students up for lessons, Fleming 
says ‘we have not been able to 
get written approval, so doing it 
could incur huge fines—it’s just 
not worth the risk.’ 

When RAAA News spoke to 
Fleming, she was holed up in 
Tasmania, having flown there for 
a three-day business trip, 
extended because of the 
Melbourne lockdown.  

She too, is optimistic about the 
future for aviation. Tristar is 
planning new ventures in 
Tasmania in 2022; and is working 
with Victoria’s Federation 
University on training for a new 
aviation degree, a Bachelor of 
Applied Management. 

Further afield, she looks to India, 
whose expanding aviation 
creates a corresponding need for 
pilots.  

‘Even with a doubling of their 
current number of flying schools 
(to 40), there’s still scope with a 
population of 1.2 billion.’ 

Photo | Tristar C172 Skyhawk training aircraft  
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Keeping 
Australian 
aviation fuelled 

RAAA associate members, Viva 
Energy and Air BP have seen the 
differential impact of the 
pandemic first-hand. 

Viva Energy 

Stuart Robinson, the Aviation 
Network Manager – South for 
Viva Energy, says that regional 
aviation has been remarkably 
resilient over the past 18 months. 

Viva Energy services a network 
of 52 airports around Australia, 
including 45 regional airports. 

‘The ebb and flow of the 
restrictions has seen some sites 
mothballed, while others have 
thrived; however, there is a 
definite underlying trend for most 
ports to bounce back quickly 
once restrictions ease’, he says. 

The impact of the pandemic has 
been variable, Robinson says, 
something evidenced by the 
following examples:  

• The FIFO operations of the 
resources industry have been 
particularly strong throughout 
northern and northwest 
Australia. When state borders 
open, the pent-up demand for 
travel has fuelled significant 
growth in domestic tourism 
through key ports. 

• Outside tourism, the business 
sector (RPT) and flight 
training have been 
significantly affected. The 
opening of borders and the 
opportunity for international 
students to return will be key 
drivers to recovery of these 
sectors. 

• The freight and contract 
markets have benefited from 
shifts in supply and demand, 
especially the exponential 
growth in online commerce, 
and products and services 
such as medical supplies  

 
 
sanitisers, face masks, 
vaccines, required to fight 
COVID-19. 

• The need for emergency 
services to support 
communities has continued 
to rise during the pandemic. 

While continuing to support their 
customers and regional refuelling 
teams, Viva has taken the 
opportunity to bring forward 
maintenance, training and capital 
spend where appropriate. 

The company is also investigating 
sustainable options, such as 
carbon offsets, and has begun 
flights using carbon neutral fuel.  

In July this year, Viva celebrated 
its first flight utilising its new 
carbon neutral jet fuel product, 
carbon neutral Jet A-1, for a flight 
from Cairns to Weipa. The 
inaugural 90-minute flight, 
carrying FIFO workers for Viva 
Energy customer Alliance 
Airlines, offset 14.5 tonnes of 
carbon emissions, through 
carbon credits 

For Viva’s Robinson, ‘the next 
few months will be challenging, 
but we are buoyant about the 
future for regional aviation and 
look forward to supporting the 
sector as it rebounds in 2022.’  

 

Air bp  

Luong Ta, Regional Sales 
Director, Asia Pacific for Air bp, 
says the ‘last 18 months have 
been one of, if not the most 
challenging times for the industry, 
and we are not immune to the 
challenges.’  

‘Refuelling is down by about one-
third, but it’s not uniform, some 
are down by 50 per cent’, he 
says. ‘Like industry, we are 
working through it.’ 

‘We remain committed to our 
extensive network of regional 
customers across Australia’, Ta 
says. ‘Our operating hours and 
levels of service have not 
changed (during the pandemic), 
despite reduced demand.’ 

Air bp is taking advantage of the 
times by undertaking ‘upgrades to 
sites, investing in the airport 
network affected by the 
pandemic’, Luong Ta says.  

It is continuing investment in 
sustainable aviation fuels, with 
the goal to be net zero by 2050 or 
earlier. ‘It’s quite enlightening to 
see our customers talking about 
it, and how we can help the 
industry to adapt. For the last five 
years, Air bp in Australia has 
been certified by Climate Active 

Photo | Viva’s first flight using carbon-neutral Jet A-1, Alliance Airlines Cairns-Weipa 
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as carbon neutral for our 
operated refuelling services.’ 
The wider company is looking 
closely at a number of 
sustainable options, such as 
solar, wind, hydrogen and carbon 
offsets.    

In mid-2018, Air bp launched its 
new program of Airfield 
Automation digital technology, 
committed to eliminating 
misfuelling, and improving 
efficiency. Air bp say that the 
cloud-based platform is a world-
first, providing an engineering 
barrier to actively help prevent 

‘Safety and fuel quality 
remain our highest 
priority.’ Air bp    

misfuelling. It consolidates airport 
fuelling operations data and 
works via an app, called 
safe2go, on a handheld device in 
the fuelling vehicle. 

  

Safe2go captures fuel volume 
readings and provides fuel grade 
checks to add an additional 
misfuelling barrier. It then 
electronically captures customer 
details which are confirmed with 
an electronic signature from the 
pilot or airline representative. 

During the pandemic, in mid-
2020, Air bp celebrated 250,000 
fuellings using the new system 
when they supplied a Royal 
Flying Doctor Service aircraft at 
Adelaide Airport with Jet A-1.The 
system has now been rolled out 
to 300 airports in 27 countries, 
Luong Ta says, ‘and has 
processed over one million 
fuellings’. They are optimistic, 
too, about the industry’s future. 
‘When we did have fully open 
borders for a few months the pent-
up demand for travel meant 
industry rebounded well,’ Ta says. 

New radars for 
regional areas 
Installation of four new, state-of-
the-art dual-polarised Doppler 
weather radars in Queensland, 
and three in New South Wales 
will fill in gaps in radar coverage 
in these states, the Bureau of 
Meteorology’s Cathy Kingston, 
Senior Aviation Customer Lead, 
says. She says federal and 
state/territory governments have 
committed well over $100 million 
for the new installations, 
designed to provide more 
accurate, real-time information  

about severe weather conditions, 
especially high wind, heavy 
rainfall and hail. They will: 

• provide improved real-time 
information to forecasters, 
complementing the existing 
suite of observing systems, 
and supporting more accurate 
aviation forecast and warning 
services 

• enable pilots to make better 
operational decisions involving 
the weather. 

• The four new Queensland 
radars will increase Australia's 
radar coverage by over 
550,000 square kilometres 
alone!  

Photo | The Hillston dual-polarised radar, operational in August 2021. BoM 
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Queensland 

The four new Queensland 
weather radars, funded by the 
federal government for their 
installation and operation, are 
scheduled to be operational 
between November 2021 and 
June 2023. New radar 
installations will be located at:  

• The Upper Burdekin 
(Greenvale) and Flinders 
Catchment (Richmond) areas, 
which will fill the radar 
coverage gap between 
Townsville and Mount Isa. 

• The other two radars will be 
installed in southern 
Queensland in the vicinity of 
the Taroom and Darling 
Downs region (Oakey area).  

• The Upper Burdekin and 
Taroom radars are expected 
to be completed before the 
end of 2021, the Flinders 
Catchment by June 2022, and 
Darling Downs by June 2023. 

New South Wales 

A radar to be installed at 
Boggabilla in northern New South 
Wales, will replace the current 
radar at Moree, addressing a 
coverage gap in the Darling 
Downs region. This is planned for 
completion by mid-2024. The 
Moree radar will not be 
decommissioned until the new 
radar in the Boggabilla region is 
operational.  

Moree’s coverage will be 
improved by this new Boggabilla 
radar, as well as coverage from 
the new Brewarrina radar 
(operational since December 
2020), the first of three new NSW 
radars funded by the NSW 
government. 

The three new dual-polarised 
Doppler radars in NSW, in 
Brewarrina, Hillston and Yeoval, 
will increase radar coverage for 
central and northern NSW. They 
are being delivered in partnership 
with the Bureau of Meteorology, 
which will be responsible for the 
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radars’ maintenance. 

The Hillston weather radar 
became operational in early 
August 2021 (see photo on 
preceding page), bringing more 
reliable and up-to-date weather 
information to pilots and other 
users. The Hillston radar provides 
improved coverage across the 
Riverina and western NSW, 
specifically across Leeton, Hay 
and Narrandera to the south; 
Ivanhoe in the north-west; and 
Condobolin, Ungarie and West 
Wyalong to the east. 

The third radar funded by the 
NSW government will be installed 
in the Yeoval region. Due to NSW 
COVID restrictions, its date for 
completion is currently unknown. 

And for the NT: a new radar 

for Tennant Creek, scheduled for 
completion in late 2022, is being 
jointly funded by the federal and 
territory governments as part of 
the Barkly Regional Deal.  

For all Australian weather radar 
displays, information on 
interpreting radar images and 
how radar works, head to the 
Bureau of Meteorology website 
www.bom.gov.au/australia/radar/ 

What are dual-polarised 
Doppler radars? 

Many current radars transmit and 
receive radio waves with a single 
horizontal polarisation. A dual-
polarised radar transmits and 
receives both horizontal and 
vertical waves, allowing more 
accurate distinction between 
conditions such as heavy rain, 
hail, snow and sleet. 

RAAA member 
services 

New jobs section 

An initiative which is proving 
popular with members is the new 
Jobs section on the RAAA 
website: www.raaa.com.au/jobs 

On joining the RAAA, setting up 
the site was one of the first things 
CEO, Steve Campbell, felt the 
organisation needed to do to add 
value to membership. ‘Outside 
Virgin and Qantas, RAAA 
members represent the biggest 
employer of aviation personnel’, 
he says. ‘But people had to go to 
the AFAP site to look for jobs.’ 

The Jobs site, set up in April 
2021, already has 200 
subscribers, who receive alerts 
when jobs are posted. ‘It’s a free 
service’, Campbell says, and 
covers the range of aviation roles, 
advertising not only pilot 
vacancies, but also corporate and 
maintenance opportunities. 

Go to the site to 
subscribe for alerts, or 
to post a job ad.  

Member survey 

Many of you will be aware of the 
member survey, which went out 
to members a couple of weeks 
ago. A big thank you to those 
who have taken the five minutes 
necessary to complete it. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In July 2021, the RAAA 
celebrated 40 years of working ‘to 
support its members by working 
with Government, the regulatory 
authority, and the community, to 
promote the maintenance of a 
safe and viable regional aviation 
industry’. 

As we reached that milestone, we 
felt it was important to re-examine 
what we do. We therefore 
commissioned an independent 
study to gauge members’ views, 
undertaken by Jeff House of 
Capital Thinking. As part of that, 
Jeff will be conducting this 
independent survey to ensure 
you can provide frank and 
fearless advice.  

Your feedback will help give us 
answers to questions such as: 
‘What are we doing well?’ ‘What 
can we improve?’ ‘What else 
should we be doing?’, and guide 
the Association’s future activities. 

However, such surveys are only 
truly effective if responses reflect 
a strong representative sample of 
members’ views, so if you haven’t 
done so already, please give us 
your feedback by completing it 
online. 

The survey will only take five 
minutes, and will be open until 15 
October.  

Want to feature in the 
next RAAA News? 

Email us with your story idea: 
administration@raaa.com.au 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Looking 
for work? 

raaa.com.au/jobs 
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